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ABSTRACT 
Clinical text data are highly expected to be utilized directly for 
medical examination or diagnosis to support doctors’ practices. In 
this study, I propose a framework of similar case identification for 
radiology reports by structuring the reports into a “case matrix” 
and by applying a collaborative filtering algorithm. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 
A lot of text data are recorded in electronic medical records such 
as radiology reports and have important and consistent 
information about patients and their clinical conditions. The 
clinical text data are highly expected to be utilized directly for 
medical examination or diagnosis to support doctors’ practices or 
reduce medical disparities. In particular, oversight or misdiagnosis 
of important findings has frequently occurred in radiology reports 
recently, and therefore the text data should be utilized for medical 
support to reduce the incidents.  

I have previously developed a method for extracting structured 
data “case matrix” from clinical text descriptions. In this study, I 
propose a framework of similar case identification for radiology 
reports [1] by structuring the reports into a case matrix and by 
applying a collaborative filtering algorithm. 

2  RELATED WORK 
I previously developed a method for extracting a case matrix, in 
which each record was unique for each case and the presence or 
absence of each symptom was stored in separate columns, from 
discharge summaries [2]. In addition, I presented a framework of 
collaborative filtering-based similar case matching via the case 
matrix for discharge summaries [3].  

3  METHODS 
3.1 Extraction of case matrix 
To develop a case matrix from the radiology reports, I first 
processed the reports into structured data unique for each article 
and segmented the individual articles into words (Figure 1). After 
data cleansing and elaboration such as normalizing spelling 
variants, detecting negation relationships, and excluding stop 
words, I develop the case matrix by summing the appearance 
frequencies of the entities (mainly symptom expressions) for each 
article (Figure 2). 

The details of word segmentation and data cleansing are 
described in the following sections. 

3.2 Word segmentation by IRIS NLP technology 
I used IRIS NLP technology [4] (also known as “iknowpy” library 
in Python) for word segmentation instead of morphological 
analysis. This technology can extract a word or group of words, 
called “entity”, based on the grammatical structure without 
dictionaries (Figure 3). Since clinical texts include many compound 
words and technical words, dictionary-based morphological 
analysis has a limitation in the accurate word segmentation. In 
contrast, IRIS NLP is expected to segment words into appropriate 
units despite neologism due to the grammatical structure-based 
approach. 

3.3 Data cleansing and elaboration 
Clinical texts include many spelling variants (e.g., “咳”, “せ

き”, “咳嗽”), and these variants have a large influence on the 
variety of columns in the case matrix, leading to a decrease in the 
accuracy of case identification. I normalized the variants using 
“Manbyo-Dictionary” [5], a large-scale disease dictionary to 
associate disease names actually used in clinical texts with standard 
disease names. In addition, there are some negative findings (e.g., 
“咳は認められない”) in the reports, and they should be detected 
and reflected on the case matrix. IRIS NLP technology can detect 
just the presence of negation, and therefore, I additionally 
developed an original simple algorithm to identify negation 
dependency relationship as much as possible. 
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Figure 1: First step of data processing 

for developing “case matrix” 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Final step of data processing 

for developing “Case Matrix” 
 

 
Figure 3: Overview of “entity” detection by IRIS NLP 

technology 

<articles>
<article id="0" title="03">
<a>左⾆区</a>に<a>気管⽀区域に沿った</a><d 
certainty="positive">consolidation</d>があります。<a>内部
</a>に<d certainty="positive">気管⽀拡張像</d>
…

</article>
<article id="1" title="09">
<a>右肺下葉気管⽀区域に沿う</a><d certainty="positive">浸
潤影</d>があり、<d certainty="positive">肺癌</d>と考えます。
<a>葉間胸膜と広く接し</a>ており、<d certainty="positive">胸
膜浸潤</d>ありと考えます。
…

</article>
<article id="2" title="12">
…

MedTxt-RR-JA-training.xml

左⾆区に気管⽀区域に沿ったconsolidationがあ
ります。内部に気管⽀拡張像、consolidation周
囲の胸膜陥⼊を伴っています。ご指摘の肺癌で⽭盾
しません。
病変のサイズは28mmでT1c相当と考えます。

症例報告Case

03

Art.
ID

0

右肺下葉気管⽀区域に沿う浸潤影があり、肺癌と
考えます。
葉間胸膜と広く接しており、胸膜浸潤ありと考えます。
・・・・

091
………

Radiology reports
by different radiologists

Structuring data
unique for each article

左⾆区に気管⽀区域に沿ったconsolidationがあ
ります。内部に気管⽀拡張像、consolidation周
囲の胸膜陥⼊を伴っています。ご指摘の肺癌で⽭盾
しません。
病変のサイズは28mmでT1c相当と考えます。

症例報告Case

03

Art.
ID

0

右肺下葉気管⽀区域に沿う浸潤影があり、肺癌と
考えます。
葉間胸膜と広く接しており、胸膜浸潤ありと考えます。
・・・・

091

………

Dividing words
in semantic units, “entities”

by IRIS NLP

by IRIS NLP*
*“iknowpy” in python

Art.
ID Case

腫
瘤
肺
癌

胸
部
異
常
陰
影

肝
腫
瘤
(∅)

浸
潤
内
部 癌

浸
潤
影
胸
膜 …

0 03 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 09 2 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
2 12 2 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0
3 03 1 0 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 2
︓ ︓ ︓

Developing “Case Matrix”
via BoW (Bag of Words)

▪ Normalizing spelling variants
(using Manbyo-Dictionary)

▪ Detecting negation and its simple
dependency relationship
(using IRIS NLP and
original simple detection algorithm)

▪ Excluding stop words

Data cleansing and elaboration

Entities

·Dependency of division
accuracy on a dictionary
·Difficulty in grasping a topic
only from morphemes

·No dictionary required
·Enabling to grasp a topic
only from entities

Common morphological analysis

Entity detection by IRIS NLP

Divided into smaller pieces
if there is no dictionary registration.

Example:

Dividing into morphemes
referring to a dictionary

Extracting “entities”, 
semantic units,  based on
grammatical structure
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3.4 Case identification by collaborative filtering 
“Case matrix” is a useful data format for training data in machine 
learning, enabling us to utilize text data like numerical data for 
data analysis or machine learning. For case identification, I 
applied user-based collaborative filtering, which is mainly used in 
marketing fields for personalized recommendation systems in e-
commerce sites [6-7], to the case matrix and also developed an 
extraction algorithm of similar cases for an unknown input case 
(Figure 4). 

For similarity indexes, correlation coefficient, cosine similarity, 
and Hamming distance were considered. 
 

 
Figure 4: Collaborative filtering-based case identification 

framework for “case matrix” 

4  EXPERIMENTS 
4.1 Initial model development and prediction 
A case matrix was extracted from training data based on the steps 
described in Figures 1 and 2, which had 72 cases in rows and 782 
words in columns. The columns The case number of each article 
was masked and predicted from the case matrix of the other articles 
using user-based collaborative filtering. For training data, a 
matching rate between the predicted case numbers and true ones 
was 60% (43 of 71). There was no significant difference between 

correlation coefficient and other similarity indexes such as cosine 
similarity and Hamming distance. 

In contrast, for test data, the evaluation results notified from the 
organizer was 0.3569. 

4.2 Model improvement by dimensionality 
reduction 
The high dimensionality of the case matrix with 782 columns 
seemed to make similar case identification difficult and negatively 
impact the matching rate. By Lasso regression [8], a kind of sparse 
modeling, which is a method of dimensionality reduction, the 782 
words were reduced to 55 words that seemed to capture the features 
of each case essentially. Using the dimensionally-reduced case 
matrix, the matching rate increased to 72% (51 of 71) for training 
data. 

5  CONCLUSIONS 
The case matrix and collaborative filtering-based similar case 
identification method also successfully worked for radiology 
reports. This approach could be applied to other medical texts, such 
as pathology reports and medical progress notes, as a versatile 
method. However, there is still room for improvement in the 
matching rate for training and test data. 

In general, a collaborative filtering approach has a “cold start 
problem” [9], which makes similar case identification difficult for 
a few cases. Some solutions have been proposed, such as clustering 
or semi-supervised learning [10]. 

In addition, the high dimensionality and sparseness of the case 
matrix possibly made case search difficult and reduced the 
matching rate. In fact, dimensionality reduction by sparse modeling 
was effective in improving the matching rate. This problem could 
also be resolved by a model-based collaborative filtering method 
such as non-negative matrix factorization [11-12]. 

In the future, I will consider the combination with model-based 
methods to improve accuracy and enhance functions such as the 
prediction of symptoms and complications. 
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Case Matrix
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